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Take your expertise to the next level by unraveling various techniques to customize
TFS 2015 About This Book Learn how to efficiently modify your TFS-specific
dashboards for complex server plugins Find out the pros and cons of various extension
points and customizations in TFS A fast-paced guide with highly concentrated
information on TFS customizations Who This Book Is For This book is intended for
anyone with experience with TFS, and in particular, those intermediate users who want
to add more value to their organization by making its TFS users more productive. The
book requires basic coding skills. What You Will Learn Customize TFS 2015 dashboard
and administer various components Configure board cards, swim lanes, and columns
Explore the types of changes that can be made on the TFS process templates Create
your own custom control for the Web and client work item forms Build up new check-in
policies Get to grips with your personal server plugins and their uses Customize both
XAML builds and the new build system Schedule jobs for more complicated business
rules to run on a schedule Extend your TFS possibilities with service hooks and VSO
extensions In Detail Team Foundation Server is an efficacious collaboration tools that
will allow you to share code, track records, software, all in a single package. Integrate it
with your existing IDE or editor and let your team work in a flexible environment that
adapts to projects of all shapes and sizes. Explore what gives you the edge over other
developers by knowing the tips and quick fixes of customizing TFS. Effectively minimize
the time users spend interacting with TFS so that they can be more productive. In this
book you will quickly cover lots of TFS extension points, from the very basic task of
customizing and configuring dashboards to customizing automated builds and check-in
policies. You will learn how to create dashboards in TFS 2015, as well as add tiles,
graphs, and more useful modifications. You'll perform customizations that make TFS
work for you by streamlining your team's boards. You'll cast modifications to the
process template and learn the tips and tricks required to make efficient and valuable
uses of your team's board. From team-specific dashboards to complex server plugins,
everything is covered in this concentrated guide to aid your knowledge. Delving deep,
this book covers the pros and cons of check-in policies, as well as their proper
debugging and deployment strategies. After that you will learn about advanced XAML
builds and TFS jobs to further experiment with the activities of your jobs on your
system. Finally, you will learn about service hooks and the amazing utility of .VSO
extensions to help you create new extensions and explore new levels of customization.
Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow guide with clearly explained and
demonstrated examples.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on
Software Process, held in Minneapolis, MN, USA, in May 2007. The 28 revised full
papers presented together with the abstracts of two keynote addresses cover process
content, process tools and metrics, process management, process representation,
analysis and modeling, experience report, and simulation modeling.
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System, the new suite of products from Microsoft that can be used for software
modeling, design, testing, and deployment Focuses on practical application of the tools
on code samples, development scenarios, and automation scripting This timely book
serves as both as a step–by–step guide and as a reference for modeling, designing,
and coordinating enterprise solutions at every level using Team System The book
begins with an overview of Team System and then offers nuts–and–bolts guidance on
practical implementation Code examples are provided in both VB.NET and C#
Essentials of Administering Team Foundation Server 2015Using TFS 2015 to
accelerate your software developmentApress
An in-depth look at the radical changes to the newest release of SISS Microsoft SQL
Server 2012 Integration Services (SISS) builds on the revolutionary database product
suite first introduced in 2005. With this crucial resource, you will explore how this
newest release serves as a powerful tool for performing extraction, transformation, and
load operations (ETL). A team of SQL Server experts deciphers this complex topic and
provides detailed coverage of the new features of the 2012 product release. In addition
to technical updates and additions, the authors present you with a new set of SISS best
practices, based on years of real-world experience that have transpired since the
previous edition was published. Details the newest features of the 2012 SISS product
release, which is the most significant release since 2005 Addresses the keys to a
successful ETL solution, such as using the right enterprise ETL tool and employing the
right ETL architecture in order to meet the system requirements Includes additional
case studies and tutorial examples to illustrate advanced concepts and techniques
Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration Services is a valuable resource
that meets the demands and high expectations of experienced SSIS professionals.
This book is written by testers for testers. In ten chapters, the authors provide answers
to key questions in agile projects. They deal with cultural change processes for agile
testing, with questions regarding the approach and organization of software testing,
with the use of methods, techniques and tools, especially test automation, and with the
redefined role of the tester in agile projects. The first chapter describes the cultural
change brought about by agile development. In the second chapter, which addresses
agile process models such as Scrum and Kanban, the authors focus on the role of
quality assurance in agile development projects. The third chapter deals with the agile
test organization and the positioning of testing in an agile team. Chapter 4 discusses
the question of whether an agile tester should be a generalist or a specialist. In Chapter
5, the authors turn to the methods and techniques of agile testing, emphasizing the
differences from traditional, phase-oriented testing. In Chapter 6, they describe which
documents testers still need to create in an agile project. Next, Chapter 7 explains the
efficient use of test automation, which is particularly important in agile development, as
it is the main instrument for project acceleration and is necessary to support state-of-theart DevOps approaches and Continuous Integration. Chapter 8 then adds examples
from test tool practice extending test automation to include test management
functionality. Chapter 9 is dedicated to training and its importance, emphasizing the role
of employee training in getting started with agile development. Finally, Chapter 10
summarizes the results of the agile journey in general with a special focus on testing.
To make the aspects described even more tangible, the specific topics of this book are
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projects of various organizations. The examples demonstrate that different approaches
can lead to solutions that meet the specific challenges of agile projects. Features and
Benefits · Provides a complete and concise overview about software testing in agile
projects · Includes experiences and examples from concrete software development
projects of various companies · Describes the use of methods, techniques and tools,
especially test automation, and the redefined role of the tester in agile projects.
Standards have become widespread regulatory tools that are set to promote global
trade, innovation, efficiency, and quality. They contribute significantly to the creation of
safe, reliable, and high quality services and technologies to ensure human health,
environmental protection, or information security. Yet intentional deviations from
standards by organizations are often reported in many sectors, which can either
contribute to or challenge the measures of safety and quality they are designed to
safeguard. Why then, despite all potential consequences, do organizations choose to
deviate from standards in one way or another? This book uses structuration theory covering aspects of both structure and agency - to explore the organizational conditions
and contradictions under which different types of deviance occur. It provides empirical
explanations for deviance in organizations that go beyond an understanding of
individual misbehaviour where mainly a single person is held responsible. Case studies
of software-developing organizations illustrate insightful generalizations on standards
as a mechanism of sensemaking, resource allocation, and sanctioning, and provide
ground to re-think corporate responsibility when deviating from standards in the 'audit
society'.

You can have the best coders in the world working in your teams, but if your
project management isn’t up to scratch, your project is almost certain to be
delayed, to come in over budget, and in some cases to fail entirely. By taking
precise control of your application development process, you can make changes,
both large and small, throughout your project’s life cycle that will lead to
better–quality finished products that are consistently delivered on time and within
budget. Application lifecycle management (ALM) is an area of rapidly growing
interest within the development community. Because its techniques allow you to
deal with the process of developing applications across many areas of
responsibility and across many different disciplines, its effects on your project can
be wide ranging and pronounced. It is a project management tool that has
practical implications for the whole team—from architects to designers, from
developers to testers. Pro Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio
2012 focuses on the most powerful ALM tool available for the Microsoft .NET
Framework: Visual Studio Team Foundation Server. It demonstrates the key
concepts and techniques of ALM at first with a guide to the overall methodology,
and then delves into architecture and testing--illustrating all of the concepts, tips
and tricks using the tools TFS provides. The book serves as a complete guide to
the ALM style--with no fluff and many relevant code samples and examples. After
reading the book, you will understand how TFS can be used to generate
continuous meaningful reporting on your project’s health for the decision makers
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on your team as well as for your project’s sponsors.
Taking a unique IDE-centric approach, well-respected authors examine the IDE
capabilities readers will need to perform specific tasks, demonstrated in the
context of building XML Web services The only book on the topic that introduces
each characteristic of the IDE followed by an example of the context in which that
feature is used Covers creating custom templates and wizards, reusing code and
lightweight code generators, dynamically generating forms through reflections,
managing data in the IDE, using the SQL designer to write stored procedures,
debugging ASP.NET Web forms, and much more
Visual Studio 2008 is packed with features that help you create better software
and do it with less repetition and drudgery. Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk
Reference For Dummies shows you how to make the most of this cool suite of
tools! It’s all here! This comprehensive, seven-books-in-one guide gets you up
and running with Visual Studio 2008 in no time. You’ll discover Microsoft’s vision
for Visual Studio, get familiar with the .Net environment and languages, and learn
how to install, browse, and make connections with Visual Studio. Soon, you’ll be
building applications for Vista, Office 2007, and mobile devices; using AJAX and
LINQ; and testing and debugging your programs. Discover how to: Understand
Visual Studio’s role in software development Work with .Net languages Develop
applications for Vista Build smart client interfaces Use the visual data designer
Use Ajax controls Streamline application deployment Debug your applications
Explore ASP. NET services Work with strongly typed data sets Access data with
Visual Studio Program with Visual Studio 2008 Build professional reports with
Crystal Reports Fully updated with new information on Vista and .NET
Framework 3.0 development, MS Office application development, and more,
Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies also features a
companion Web site packed with sample projects, supplemental podcasts, and a
support forum. You’ll never find a smarter way to get up to speed with Visual
Studio 2008!
Over 80 hands-on DevOps and ALM-focused recipes for Scrum Teams to enable
the Continuous Delivery of high-quality Software... Faster! About This Book
Release high quality, reliable software quickly through building, testing, and
deployment automation Improve the predictability, reliability, and availability of
TFS in your organization by scheduling administration and maintenance activities
Extend, customize, and integrate tools with TFS, enabling your teams to manage
their application lifecycles effectively Who This Book Is For This book is aimed at
software professionals including Developers, Testers, Architects, Configuration
Analysts, and Release Managers who want to understand the capabilities of TFS
to deliver better quality software faster. A working setup of TFS 2015 and some
familiarity with the concepts of software life cycle management is assumed. What
You Will Learn Creating a Team Project with Dashboards, Assigning License,
Adding users, and Auditing Access Setting up a Git repository in an existing
TFVC-based Team Project Setting up branch policies and conducting Pull
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requests with code reviews Mapping, assigning and tracking work items shared
by multiple teams Setting up and customizing Backlogs, Kanban board, Sprint
Taskboard, and dashboards Creating a Continuous Integration, Continuous
Build, and Release Pipeline Integrating SonarQube with TFBuild to manage
Technical Debt Triggering Selenium Web Tests on a Selenium Test Grid using
TFBuild Using Visual Studio Team Services Cloud load testing capability with
new Build framework Extending and customizing the capabilities of Team
Foundation Server using API and Process Editor In Detail Team Foundation
Server (TFS) allows you to manage code repositories, build processes, test
infrastructure, and deploy labs. TFS supports your team, enabling you to
connect, collaborate, and deliver on time. Microsoft's approach to Application
Lifecycle Management (ALM) provides a flexible and agile environment that
adapts to the needs of your team, removes barriers between roles, and
streamlines processes. The book introduces you to creating and setting up team
projects for scrum teams. You'll explore various source control repositories,
branching, and merging activities, along with a demonstration of how to embed
quality into every code check-in. Then, you'll discover agile project planning and
management tools. Later, emphasis is given to the testing and release
management features of TFS which facilitate the automation of the release
pipeline in order to create potentially shippable increments. By the end of the
book, you'll have learned to extend and customize TFS plugins to incorporate
them into other platforms and enable teams to manage the software lifecycle
effectively. Style and approach This book is a recipe-based guide that uses a
problem-solution format to call out inefficiencies in the software development
lifecycle and then guides you, step-by-step, on how you can use Team
Foundation Server to your advantage in those areas.
Updated to include coverage of the latest ‘DBPro’ extension for database
professionals this book is the only reference needed to get started with Visual
Studio 2005 Team System. It will guide you through the entire breadth of VSTS.
If you are a stakeholder, you have a portal that gives you instant access to
project documents, status, and performance indicators. If you are a project
manager, you will learn how create, manage, and assess team performance. If
you are a developer, you will learn how to write higher-quality code, and ensure
that the code works and performs well.
Learn to take advantage of the opportunities offered by SQL Server 2014
Microsoft's SQL Server 2014 update means big changes for database
administrators, and you need to get up to speed quickly because your methods,
workflow, and favorite techniques will be different from here on out. The update's
enhanced support of large-scale enterprise databases and significant price
advantage mean that SQL Server 2014 will become even more widely adopted
across the industry. The update includes new backup and recovery tools, new
AlwaysOn features, and enhanced cloud capabilities. In-memory OLTP, Buffer
Pool Extensions for SSDs, and a new Cardinality Estimator can improve
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functionality and smooth out the workflow, but only if you understand their full
capabilities. Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014 is your comprehensive
guide to working with the new environment. Authors Adam Jorgensen, Bradley
Ball, Ross LoForte, Steven Wort, and Brian Knight are the dream team of the
SQL Server community, and they put their expertise to work guiding you through
the changes. Improve oversight with better management and monitoring Protect
your work with enhanced security features Upgrade performance tuning, scaling,
replication, and clustering Learn new options for backup and recovery
Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014 includes a companion website with
sample code and efficient automation utilities, plus a host of tips, tricks, and
workarounds that will make your job as a DBA or database architect much easier.
Stop getting frustrated with administrative issues and start taking control.
Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014 is your roadmap to mastering the
update and creating solutions that work.
Pro Team Foundation Service gives you a jump-start into Microsoft’s cloudbased Application Lifecycle Management platform, taking you through the
different stages of software development. Every project needs to plan, develop,
test and release software and with agile practices often at a higher pace than
ever before. Microsoft's Team Foundation Service is a cloud-based platform that
gives you tools for agile planning and work tracking. It has a code repository that
can be used not only from Visual Studio but from Java platforms and Mac OS X.
The testing tools allow testers to start testing at the same time as developers
start developing. The book also covers how to set up automated practices such
as build, deploy and test workflows. This book: Takes you through the major
stages in a software development project. Gives practical development guidance
for the whole team. Enables you to quickly get started with modern development
practices. With Microsoft Team Foundation Service comes a collaboration
platform that gives you and your team the tools to better perform your tasks in a
fully integrated way. What you’ll learn What ALM is and what it can do for you.
Leverage a cloud-based ALM platform for quick improvements in your
development process. Improve your agile development process using integrated
tools and practices. Develop automated build, deployment and testing processes.
Integrate different development tools with one collaboration platform. Get started
with ALM best-practices first time round. Who this book is for Pro Team
Foundation Service is for any development team that wants to take their
development practices to the next level. Microsoft Team Foundation Service is an
excellent platform for managing the entire application development lifecycle and
being a cloud-based offering it is very easy to get started. Pro Team Foundation
Service is a great guide for anyone in a team who wants to get started with the
service and wants to get expert guidance to do it right. Table of Contents
Introduction to Application Lifecycle Management Introduction to Agile Planning,
Development, and Testing Deciding on a Hosted Service Getting Started
Working with the Initial Product Backlog Managing Team and Alerts Initial Sprint
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Planning Running the Sprint Kanban Engaging the Customer Choosing Source
Control Options Working with Team Foundation Version Control in Visual Studio
Working with Git in Visual Studio Working in Heterogeneous Environments
Configuring Build Services Working with Builds Customizing Builds Continuous
Deployment Agile Testing Test Management Lab Management
SharePoint is gaining recognition as a full-fledged application server with many features
and enhancements that specifically allow non-developers to create sophisticated
intranet sites. However, with the 2010 release, Microsoft’s SharePoint increasingly
becomes a compelling development platform. The strong application programming
interface (API), its highly extensible nature, and its foundation on the underlying .NET
Framework all generate “the perfect storm” to make it one of the most powerful web
development platforms available. However, with power comes complexity. The wide
range of usage scenarios make it difficult for developers to grasp the full ability of this
next-generation platform. This book takes an in-depth, all-encompassing approach to
programming concepts, the extensibility interfaces, and how to embrace SharePoint as
a toolkit full of features available to web developers. Take an in-depth look into the
internals of SharePoint. Create sophisticated applications using SharePoint controls
and databases. Understand the API and use in conjunction with ASP.NET to extend
SharePoint. SharePoint is more than a portal and more than an intranet. Harness its
capabilities and put it to work for you.
This book covers the critical as well as the less obvious aspects of managing Microsoft
Team Foundation Server 2015 in a variety of development and test environments.
Coverage includes basic installation, initial configuration, maintenance, and common
trouble shooting techniques, sizing, and performance considerations. Essentials of
Administering Team Foundation Server 2015 explains how TFS can help you
incorporate source control in your development environment. You'll learn how to set up
TFS to match how you develop software. The book covers using TFS in the whole
development process, along with practical advice on how to use its features effectively
to get up to speed quickly. In addition, the author dives into using TFS in your team
covering subjects like setting up accounts for different roles, manage users, and
groups--plus what you need to know about TFS security and running a secure team. No
discussion of a centralized system like TFS would be complete without learning how to
back up and restore it, and the author covers what you will need to know to maintain
your TFS including the backup and restore details required to properly plan for disaster
recovery. The book details what you need to know about TFS functionality in creating
and setting up collections and projects, how to manage the build process with Team
Build (including setting it up and deploying build server and agents), using templates to
speed up the creation of builds, building multi-platform solutions, and testing. In this
book, you’ll learn how to: Plan, install, and configure TFS Secure your TFS
environment Plan and manage source control with TFS Manage the development
process with TFS Manage the build process Test with TFS
*Will significantly increase developer and manager effectiveness using this complex
technology *Authors convey proven track record with the technology *This is among the
first (if not the first) VSTS book on the market
A complete revision to a popular SharePoint developer's resource Fully updated for
SharePoint 2013, this book is an ideal starting place for SharePoint development.
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started, this resource contains 100 percent new content and addresses the major
overhaul to the SharePoint 2013 platform. The team of authors, led by Microsoft's
Steve Fox, presents you with a detailed overview that helps you establish a starting
point for development. They then walk you through ways to advance your knowledge so
that you leverage the new SharePoint 2013 features to build custom solutions.
Addresses developing managed or unmanaged applications Provides an overview of
Windows Azure for SharePoint Looks at common developer tasks in SharePoint 2013
Gets you started with building, packaging, and deploying SharePoint 2013 applications
Highlights essential points of security in SharePoint 2013 Touching on everything from
developing applications using Office services to development workflow applications,
Beginning SharePoint 2013 Development covers everything you need to know to start
confidently working with the platform today.
This book is intended for developers, testers, architects, and project managers who
want to explore and make use of the reporting facilities of Team Foundation Server
2013. Although no previous experience of reporting is required, a basic understanding
of the Team Foundation Components and project templates would be a plus.
A no-nonsense guide to maintaining websites in Windows Azure If you're looking for a
straightforward, practical guide to get Azure websites up and running, then this is the
book for you. This to-the-point guide provides you with the tools you need to move and
maintain a website in the cloud. You'll discover the features that most affect developers
and learn how they can be leveraged to work to your advantage. Accompanying
projects enhance your learning experience and help you to walk away with a thorough
understanding of Azure's supported technologies, site deployment, and management
tools and how to monitor and scale their application. Addresses the creation,
deployment, and scaling of applications Looks at supported project types and
technologies Reviews source control integration and release management Walks you
through scaling, configuring, and monitoring your site Provides a project built on the
ASP.NET MVC framework that demonstrates many core features of Windows Azure
websites Windows Azure Websites is an ideal resource for anyone who develops web
applications and wants to move them to the cloud.
A comprehensive guide to using Microsoft Team Foundation Server 2012 Team
Foundation Server has become the leading Microsoft productivity tool for software
management, and this book covers what developers need to know to use it effectively.
Fully revised for the new features of TFS 2012, it provides developers and software
project managers with step-by-step instructions and even assists those who are
studying for the TFS 2012 certification exam. You'll find a broad overview of TFS,
thorough coverage of core functions, a look at extensibility options, and more, written
by Microsoft insiders and MVPs. An update of the leading Wrox book on Team
Foundation Server, written by an expert team of Microsoft insiders and MVPs Provides
a broad overview of Team Foundation Server for developers, software project
managers, testers, business analysts, and others wanting to learn how to use TFS
Offers administrators the necessary tools to efficiently monitor and manage the TFS
environment Covers core TFS functions including project management, work item
tracking, version control, test case management, build automation, reporting, and how
to write extensions for TFS 2012 Professional Team Foundation Server 2012 builds on
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A guide to writing an effective râesumâe uses advertising and branding techniques to make a
râesumâe stand out.
Tips and techniques for becoming a successful SharePoint architect If you?re eager to design
and architect a successful deployment of SharePoint 2010, then this is the book for you.
Packed with real–world experiences and solid processes, this guidebook provides you with
everything you need to perform for designing and architecting enterprise portal services.
Helpful examples examine the common design issues affecting SharePoint 2010 environments
that can cause deployments to fail so you can learn what to avoid. Plus, key development and
deployment issues are covered from an architecture perspective and backup and disaster
recovery planning are described at length. Details the skills and attributes necessary in order to
design and architect successful SharePoint 2010 deployments Provides real–world scenarios
and helpful examples of various types of enterprise portal services Discusses corporate
Intranet service, enterprise content management, team collaboration services, enterprise
search service, and more Addresses marketing your SharePoint 2010 solution to users to
ensure they are aware of the services you provide With SharePoint 2010 Enterprise Architect s
Guidebook, you?ll quickly discover the requirements for designing a successful SharePoint
2010 deployment.
As Microsoft’s bestselling database manager, SQL Server is highly flexible and customizable,
and has excellent support—the 2008 version offers several significant new capabilities. This
book offers accurate and expert coverage on the updates to SQL Server 2008 such as its
enhanced security; the ability to encrypt an entire database, data files, and log files without the
need for application changes; a scalable infrastructure that can manage reports and analysis of
any size and complexity; and its extensive performance data collection.
Ramp up your software development with this comprehensive resource Microsoft's Application
Lifecycle Management (ALM) makes software development easier and now features support
for iOS, MacOS, Android, and Java development. If you are an application developer, some of
the important factors you undoubtedly consider in selecting development frameworks and tools
include agility, seamless collaboration capabilities, flexibility, and ease of use. Microsoft's ALM
suite of productivity tools includes new functionality and extensibility that are sure to grab your
attention. Professional Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013 provides indepth coverage of these new capabilities. Authors Mickey Gousset, Martin Hinshelwood, Brian
A. Randell, Brian Keller, and Martin Woodward are Visual Studio and ALM experts, and their
hands-on approach makes adopting new ALM functionality easy. Streamline software design
and deployment with Microsoft tools and methodologies Gain a practical overview of ALM with
step-by-step guides and reference material Case studies illustrate specific functionality and
provide in-depth instruction Use new capabilities to support iOS, MacOS, Android and Java
development Discover this comprehensive solution for modeling, designing, and coordinating
enterprise software deployments Over 100 pages of new content, forward-compatible with new
product releases Professional Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013
provides a complete framework for using ALM to streamline software design and deployment
processes using well-developed Microsoft tools and methodologies. Professional Application
Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013 is your guide to make use of newly-available
ALM features to take your enterprise software development to the next level.
Filled with practical, step-by-step instructions and clear explanations for the most important
and useful tasks. Get the job done and learn as you go. A how-To book with practical recipes
accompanied with rich screenshots for easy comprehension.The How-to style is a very
practical book which will take the reader through the process of garnering a basic
understanding of TFS and Project Server with practical tutorials and recipes.This book is for
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know some basic Windows Server commands and account management, and have
administrative access to the servers being configured.
Announcing the "Mission Critical" series from Syngress Media - providing crucial coverage of
the topics necessary for IT professionals to perform and succeed on the job. Mission Critical
Windows 2000 Server Administration cuts to the chase and provides system administrators
with the most important features of the operating system. There's no "hand-holding", no basic
definitions of functions, no step-by-step guidelines - just high-level coverage of the critical
components of Windows 2000 that system administrators must know. Hot topic - since the
launch of Windows 2000 in February - there is an increased demand for a high-level book
Comes with free membership to Solutions@Syngress.com, which provides readers with
regular updates, articles, white papers, and bug alerts Offers high-level coverage of the
following topics: Active Directory, remote installation and deployment, security, network
services, Microsoft Management Console and administration
Using System Center 2012 Orchestrator, you can capture and document processes across
your entire IT organization, establishing the automation you need to deliver advanced cloud
services and self-adjusting computing resources. Authored by five leading System Center
experts, this comprehensive reference and technical guide brings together all the knowledge
you’ll need to architect, install, implement, integrate, and maximize the value of your own
Orchestrator solutions. The authors introduce current best practices based on large-scale
enterprise implementations they’ve personally led or participated in. This up-to-date guide
shows how to apply Orchestrator’s major improvements to implement IT process automation
in any environment, including private clouds. You’ll start with context: what Orchestrator does,
how it has evolved, how it works, and essential architecture and design techniques. Next, the
authors help you make crucial up-front decisions about activities, runbooks, security, and
administration. Finally, you’ll find expert guidance for integrating Orchestrator with the rest of
System Center and with Windows Azure cloud services—including advanced automated
workflows that encompass both data center and cloud. Detailed information on how to… •
Understand System Center 2012 Orchestrator’s capabilities, evolution, architecture, and
design, including SP1 improvements and R2 • Successfully install System Center 2012
Orchestrator and migrate smoothly from Opalis Integration Server 6.3 • Take full advantage of
Orchestrator’s advanced new runbook automation capabilities • Configure activities
associated with runbook control, systems, scheduling, monitoring, files, email, notification, and
data handling • Design runbooks for fault tolerance and optimal performance • Enforce strong
security using roles, permissions, and auditing • Deliver integration capabilities for Operations
Manager, Service Manager, Configuration Manager, Virtual Machine Manager, and Data
Protection Manager • Automate end-to-end data center/ cloud workflows with integration packs
and PowerShell • Create your own integration packs with Orchestrator Integration Toolkit
(OIT.SDK) • Support Orchestrator 2012, troubleshoot problems, and discover the best web
and third-party resources
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration provides the essential skills and knowledge
needed to begin a successful career as an SQL Server database administrator. It’s an ideal
book for those new to database administration, as well for those moving to SQL Server from
other database brands such as Oracle and IBM DB2. SQL Server is more than just a
database. It's situated within a larger context that includes solutions for reporting, for
integrating data from other systems, for business intelligence and analysis, and more.
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration paints the big picture to help you understand SQL
Server’s place in the grand scheme. Then you’ll move into the nuts and bolts of installing the
product, learning the management tools at your disposal, creating your first database, and
maintaining that database in an ongoing state of readiness. Beginning SQL Server 2012
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administration. You will also learn the latest trends in SQL Server such as virtualizing and
consolidating of servers, and using SQL Server in the cloud as a service. Administrators
experienced on other platforms will find insight from comparisons of key features between SQL
Server and other platforms. Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration lays an excellent
foundation for success as an SQL Server database administrator. Provides the essentials of
successful SQL Server administration Covers the latest trends such as virtualization and cloud
computing Paints the big picture of Microsoft’s data platform
This book will help you get started with agile project management using Microsoft’s latest
releases of its market-leading Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2015, and Visual Studio Team
Services (VSTS). The book demonstrates agile concepts and how to implement them using
TFS/VSTS. Many organizations are using agile practices today. Agility has become a key
enabler for running better projects with more successful end results and high quality output. At
the same time, adoption of TFS/VSTS has increased dramatically, from being just a new
version control system in the very beginning to becoming the fully-featured market leader it is
today. In order to benefit the most from agile practices you need an Application Lifecycle
Management (ALM) toolset that supports your way of working. With TFS/VSTS, Microsoft has
provided a powerful tool that is very customizable. This book shows you how you can use
TFS/VSTS to implement many agile practices and how they fit into a well-thought-out ALM
implementation. The book also shows how an agile product owner can work with TFS/VSTS to
setup an agile project from scratch and how to continue using TFS/VSTS throughout the whole
project to track progress, create and refine the backlog, and work with Kanban and Scrum
Task boards. Keeping track of progress is important in any project. TFS/VSO includes many
tools which will help you to track key metrics in an agile project. Many useful reports are
available out of the box, and the TFS extensibility offers several ways to further customize
reporting to fit your needs. What You Will Learn: Agile Concepts and Processes How TFS/VSO
supports agile processes end to end How you can customize TFS/VSO to better support your
processes How to set up an agile project from scratch and manage it over its lifecycle
Professional Team Foundation Server provides an in-depth tutorial on how to install, configure,
administer and effectively use the Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) product. TFS is
the deployment platform for Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Team System; this book is therefore
designed to complement Wrox' Professional Visual Studio 2005 Team System. The final
version of Team Foundation Server is slated to be released in Q2 2006. The author shows
readers how to use TFS to implement a complete software project, from planning and
deployment through management and testing. The book covers:· Server administration and
deployment· Creating the software project using TFS· Customizing the server· Managing the
project using TFSThe primary audiences for Professional Team Foundation Server include
enterprise project managers and server administrators. Developers, testers and system
architects will also find value in the book, especially in the area of server customization.
Team Foundation Server is now for everyone! Team Foundation Server is an integral part of
Microsoft's Application Lifecycle Management suite for managing and delivering software
projects. The 2013 update has opened up TFS for everyone by expanding capabilities to
support iOS, MacOS, Android, and Java development. Professional Team Foundation Server
2013 covers the latest updates for Agile Project Management, Test-Case Management,
Release Management, and shows new users the TFS workflow for managing and delivering
products. The authors leverage their positions as MVP Microsoft insiders to guide you step-bystep through all things TFS, as well as help prepare you for the Team Foundation Server
Certification Exam. Provides a broad overview of Team Foundation Server for developers,
software project managers, testers, business analysts, and others wanting to learn how to use
TFS Gives TFS administrators the tools they need to efficiently monitor and manage the TFS
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File Type PDF Team Foundation Server Administration The Complete Guide
To Tfs Administration Everything From The Basics To Advanced Concepts
Explained
Andincluding
Tfs Administration
Console
1
environment With
CoversScreenshots
core TFS functions
project management,
workBook
item tracking,
version control, test case management, build automation, reporting Explains extensibility
options and how to write extensions for TFS Helps certification candidates prepare for the
Microsoft Team Foundation Server 2013 certification exam Professional Team Foundation
Server 2013 is the ultimate guide to mastering this invaluable developer's tool.
Fill the gap between planning and doing with SSIS 2014 The 2014 release of Microsoft's SQL
Server Integration Services provides enhancements for managing extraction, transformation,
and load operations, plus expanded in-memory capabilities, improved disaster recovery,
increased scalability, and much more. The increased functionality will streamline your ETL
processes and smooth out your workflow, but the catch is that your workflow must change.
New tools come with new best practices, and Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014
Integration Services will keep you ahead of the curve. SQL Server MVP Brian Knight is the
most respected name in the business, and your ultimate guide to navigating the changes to
use Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services 2014 to your utmost advantage. Implement new
best practices for effective use of SSIS Work through tutorials for hands-on learning of
complex techniques Read case studies that illustrate the more advanced concepts Learn
directly from the foremost authority on SSIS SQL Server Integration Services is a complex tool,
but it's the lifeblood of your work. You need to know it inside out, and you must understand the
full potential of its capabilities in order to use it effectively. You need to make sure the right
architecture is in place. Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014 Integration Services is your
roadmap to understanding SSIS on a fundamental level, and setting yourself up for success.
If you are a Visual Studio 2013 or .NET developer who would like to sharpen your existing skill
set and adapt to new .NET technologies, this is the book for you. A basic understanding of
.NET and C# is required.
A Detailed Look at Data Processing Extensions
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